
How to sew a fabric face mask. 03/19/20 
The main requirement to the fabric mask is to fit as close as possible to face. This design includes three sizes, small, 

medium and large pattern provided.  Also elastic design is to allow for some additional fitting.  To maintain consistency 

of final project only the materials list below is allowed, do not make substitutions.  The assembly needs to remain as 

sanitary as possible, wash hand before and during when needed.  Try not to use push pins that may be held in mouth or 

in pin cushions that may not be sanitary. 

Material List: 

• 100% Cotton fabric, tight weave. 

• Fusible Midweight Interfacing, (Pellon 931TD was used in these examples) 

• 1/4” Soft Stretch Elastic, (24” per mask) 

• Bow Genius Bow Wire, (21 gauge), (18-gauge jewelry wire can be used but only 4 stands instead of six) 
Optional: (you can simply knot the elastic strap to create tension) 

• Button/bead for adjustable slide. 
 

Step 1 – Fabric Preparation. 
Prewash the fabric in hot water and iron smooth all wrinkles. 
 
Step 2 – Cutting material with patterns 
The patter included for the interface material is a large size.  For medium reduce the pattern by 1/8”, for small ¼”.  
Determine what size of mask you are using, lay the interface over the pattern and trace with a pen or fine tip marker.  
Cut out 4 pieces of the same size.  Make sure when tracing, to trace the area marked “Dart Line”.  You will need these 
reference line in Step 4. 

 

Step 3 – Ironing Interfacing 
Attach the fusible interfacing with a hot iron (without steam), to the back of your fabric. Make sure to rotate two of the 
interface sheets 45 degrees from the other two, this creates a crisscrossing of the fabric lines once assembled.  (See 
Photo below) The two pieces turned 45 degrees should be the inner lining of the mask.  So, if you are using a pattern 
fabric, and what a certain look for the outer layer you should place them first, the arrange the 45-degree pieces to best 
conserve material. Cut out the fabric pieces following the interfacing as a pattern. Do not cut out the dart lines. 

 



Step 4 - Sewing Darts 
Fold each piece in half and prepare for stitching.  stitch all the darts.  Start sewing a dart from the edge of the pattern to 
the center, tie off threads.  Press all the darts, making sure they are pressed in different direction on the main pieces and 
on the lining pieces. 

 

Step 5 – Stich Middle Seams 
Stitch the middle seams and press seam allowances open on the front piece and on the lining.  

 

Step 6 – Metal Insert 
Surgical masks have a thin metal insert for better fitting around the bridge of the nose to  increases its effectiveness.  
Using the metal wire (21 gauge) from the materials list.  Fold back and forth the wire 6 times, 5 inches long, then twist 
the strands together.  Different gauge wire can be used but the multiple strands allow flexability without breaking easily 
over multiple adjustments over time. Make a small casing for the metal nose insert.  You can use scrap material for this. 
Place it onto the lining piece at the distance a little bit more than 3/8” (1 cm) from the fabric edge and stitch.  Make two 
seams to form a casing fore inserting the metal piece.  Attach the casing to the right side of the lining piece which will 
cover your nose.  

 

 

 

 



Step 7 – Sewing mask front and back together 
Place the front piece and the lining right sides together. Make only 2 seams: one up and one down the mask.  These 
seams are not straight, they are curved so make small cuts close to the seams so when turning the mask right side out 
there will be no pulling in the seams. Do not sew the ends of the mask at this time, only the long edges. 

 

Step 9 – Turning Inside Out 
Turn the mask inside out starting at the end.  You may need to use a pencil or wood dowel to press through. Smooth 
every corner and press with an iron.  
 
Step 10 – Add elastic head band 
Measure a piece of elastic 4” long and insert the ends into mask at the top and bottom of the end seams. Fold in the 
edges of the ends to create a hem, the insert elastic inside the fold about 3/8” at each corner, creating a loop. Stich in 
the loops and do a final stitch around the edges of the entire mask. 

 

Now cut a 16” piece of elastic. If you are adding a slide to make the strap adjustable, a button with holes of 11/32” 

works best, the holes need to be far apart.  The picture shows a wood biscuit that holes were drilled about 1” apart.  The 

size of the hole and the distance help create the resistance to keep the slide in place.  Add a bead to help in gripping 

while adjusting the mask. This will allow of adjusting the mask for better fit. 

 



Now loop the ends around the mask loops created above and stitch.  Leave enough slack in the loop to allow it to slide 

for adjusting fit. 

 

Finally wash and dry, its ready for use.  This mask is designed to be used and washed daily.  It durability is yet to be 

determine, but our hope is to reduce the use of disposable masks, keeping those for the direct care staff.  This mask is 

intended for use by non-direct care staff. 
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